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Incentives and Coordination in Hierarchies

Dilip Mookherjee and Stefan Reichelstein

Abstract

The internal organization of large firms as well as procurement and regulation contexts
frequently involve a hierarchical nexus of contracts, with substantial delegation of decision
making across layers. Such hierarchical delegation of decision making creates problems of
aligning incentives of vertically related agents, and coordinating the actions of different
branches of the hierarchy. In a principal-agent setting with private information, it is shown
that under certain assumptions (top-down contracting, observability of subcontracting
outcomes, absence of limited liability constraints) the hierarchy can implement second-
best allocations. Incentive problems are overcome via compensations that are linear in a
measure of performance of the concerned department, defined as the difference between
a measure of imputed revenues and procurement costs. The coordination problem is
overcome by conditioning output targets and payments on cost reports submitted by
other branches; despite this, agents’ strategies are dominant with respect to the behavior
of members of other branches. The result provides conditions for the lack of a ‘control loss’
from hierarchical decentralization of decision making, owing to incentive or coordination
problems.

KEYWORDS: hierarchies, networks, organization theory, profit centers, incentives, co-
ordination, control loss



1 Introduction

The internal organization of a modern firm is typically characterized by sep-
aration of ownership from control, with decision making authority extensively
delegated to agents located at successive layers of a managerial hierarchy. These
managers are responsible for organizing production and delivery of intermedi-
ate products, which includes decisions concerning outsourcing versus internal
procurement, negotiation with suppliers, employment and supervision of subor-
dinates. In procurement settings, purchasers or regulators frequently deal with
‘prime’ suppliers, each of whom is granted considerable autonomy over sourcing
of components from subcontractors. These subcontractors in turn choose how
to source their components from other suppliers, and so on. Marketing channels
represent another example of a hierarchical network: producers sell their prod-
ucts through a network of distributors, who contract with retail agents, and the
latter eventually deal with final customers.

A complete explanation for the prevalence of contractual hierarchies would
need to consider both costs and benefits of hierarchies in comparison to other ar-
rangements, such as centralized revelation mechanisms or nonhierarchical com-
munication networks. Williamson (1967), Arrow (1974), Keren and Levhari
(1983), Radner (1992, 1993), van Zandt (1996a,b, 1997) and Marschak and
Reichelstein (1995, 1999) have argued that economies in communication and
information processing costs may explain the primary benefits of hierarchies.1

Our analysis abstracts from communication or information processing consider-
ations, while presuming that they constitute the main benefit of a hierarchy. We
ask instead whether hierarchical delegation of contracting and decision-making
entails any incentive costs.2

In order to focus on incentive questions per se, we consider hierarchies which
are consistent with the technology, permitting achievement of first-best alloca-
tions in a world without any incentive constraints.3 Then we introduce incentive

1Theories of hierarchies that emphasize costs of information processing include Radner
(1993), Radner and van Zandt (1992) and van Zandt (1997); much of this is surveyed in van
Zandt (1996a, 1996b). Keren and Levhari (1983) presented an earlier model of ‘bottlenecks’
resulting from time delays in planning. Communication costs have been the focus of team
theory, as studied recently by Marschak and Reichelstein (1999). Models examining the
role of communication costs in the presence of incentive problems include Green and Laffont
(1986, 1987), Melamud, Mookerjee, and Reichelstein (1992) and Laffont and Martimort (1998).
Contract complexity is treated in Melumad, Mookherjee and Reichelstein (1997).

2The Revelation Principle states that optimal allocations can always be achieved by cen-
tralized revelation mechanisms, so there cannot be any benefits from an incentive standpoint
per se from the use of a hierarchical mechanism under the conditions underlying the Reve-
lation Principle, which are assumed to hold in this paper: absence of communication costs,
information processing costs, incompleteness (or renegotiation) of contracts. Under these con-
ditions, a hierarchy can at best entail no costs relative to an optimal centralized revelation
mechanism.

3We focus on incentive problems in the context of complete contracts, and abstract from
problems of contract incompleteness or renegotiation. The role of delegation in the presence
of incomplete contracts and commitment problems is explored by Melumad and Mookherjee
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considerations by supposing that agents are privately informed about their own
productivity, and behave in a self-interested manner. In such a world, first-best
allocations are no longer implementable by any mechanism. The Revelation
Principle ensures that a centralized revelation mechanism can implement incen-
tive constrained (second-best) allocations. The question posed is whether the
hierarchy can equivalently implement the second-best.

Earlier work on this question has focused on a simple three layer vertical
hierarchy with two agents beside the Principal (Baron and Besanko (1992),
McAfee and McMillan (1995), Melumad, Mookherjee and Reichelstein (1992,
1995) and Laffont and Martimort (1998)).4 McAfee and McMillan provided an
example where the hierarchy could not achieve second-best outcomes, owing to a
problem of ‘double marginalization of rents’, arising from the monopoly power of
the intermediate agent over the bottom layer agent. In contrast, the Melumad-
Mookherjee-Reichelstein papers showed that this problem can be overcome if
(a) there are no limited liability constraints for intermediate agents; (b) the
contracting sequence is top-down (i.e., the higher level agents contracts with
the Principal before contracting or communicating with the bottom layer agent),
and (c) either payments or production assignments to the bottom layer agent are
verifiable by the Principal. Under these conditions the double marginalization
problem can be overcome by subsidizing ‘outsourcing’ by the intermediate agent,
and ensuring that the latter contracts with the Principal before contracting
with the agent (allowing the monopoly rents from the subcontract to be taxed
away ex ante). Moreover, assumptions (a)-(c) are necessary for a hierarchy to
achieve second-best outcomes, under weak conditions on technology and cost
distributions.

In this paper, we examine the same question in the context of arbitrary
hierarchies that are consistent with the technology. Such hierarchies may be
characterized by any number of vertical layers and horizontal branches. Our
main result is that under the same assumptions required in the simple two
agent context, such hierarchies can implement second-best outcomes. Since
these assumptions are typically necessary in the two agent context, we essen-
tially identify conditions that are both necessary and sufficient for an arbitrary
hierarchy (consistent with the technology) to entail no incentive costs.

While treating the case of more than three vertical layers is relatively straight-
forward, the more challenging question concerns coordination of production
across different horizontal branches. Intermediate agents at each branch of
the hierarchy must design contracts for their subordinates that condition on
messages to be submitted later by other branches. Agents in different branches
therefore simultaneously design mutually interlinked contracts. The mechanism
has three phases (in contrast to just one phase in a pure vertical hierarchy):

(1989), Poitevin (1995) and Aghion and Tirole (1997).
4Gilbert and Riordan (1995) address a different question, concerning the desirability of

consolidating two agents supplying complementary products into a single one, in a regulatory
framework.
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first, contracts flow down the hierarchy; second, cost reports flow up; and third,
output targets flow down. In general, therefore, agents need to predict the
outcomes in all other branches of the hierarchy in order to make decisions,
significantly complicating their relevant incentives.

The mechanism we construct combines elements of the earlier hierarchi-
cal mechanisms that overcome vertical control losses, with Groves-Vickrey-type
mechanisms to ensure horizontal coordination. Each intermediate agent i can
be thought of as manager of a ‘profit center’, whose revenues are given by the
maximum-willingness-to-pay of the agent’s immediate boss for the product de-
livered by i, and costs measured by the total payments to subordinates of i.
Manager i’s compensation is linear in the profit, with a bonus coefficient ly-
ing between 0 and 1. At the time of contracting with her boss, i reveals her
own private information, thereby determining her profit bonus coefficient. This
coefficient is calibrated to ensure that the double marginalization of rents is
overcome: the effective subsidy for ‘outsourcing’ from subordinates overcomes
the incentive to pay subordinates too little, while the ‘fixed’ component (i.e.,
which does not depend on profit) provides agents their monopsony rents.

The revenue measure of the profit center ensures horizontal coordination,
by effectively internalizing the contribution of i’s department to the rest of the
organization. Analogous to Groves-Vickrey mechanisms, managers have incen-
tives to report their department’s cost truthfully. In particular, the reporting
strategies are dominant with respect to the reports to be submitted by other de-
partments, as are also their contract participation and selection decisions. The
mechanism thus greatly simplifies the decision problem for agents: despite the
complex interlinking of their respective contracts, agents in different branches do
not need to predict each other’s behavior. In particular, the prescribed pattern
of behavior constitutes a sequentially dominant strategy for each agent. Bottom
layer agents have a dominant strategy; the strategy of penultimate layer agents
constitutes a best response to their subordinates’ strategies, but are dominant
with respect to strategies of all other agents, and so on. This eliminates the
need for agents to know and understand how the rest of the hierarchy functions.
At the same time, we show that the mechanism cannot be manipulated by more
sophisticated agents: the prescribed patterns of behavior constitute a Bayesian
‘solution’, which corresponds to the notion of a Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium.

From an information processing perspective the mechanism we construct
has certain advantages relative to a revelation mechanism. In the context of
a multi-plant firm, for instance, where each plant has a quadratic cost func-
tion and uniformly distributed cost parameter, the Principal and higher level
managers need only information concerning aggregate productivity shocks of
the departments managed by their immediate subordinates; the latter are del-
egated the responsibility of allocating production among their subordinates in
turn. The tasks of information processing are distributed among the hierarchy
in exactly the fashion described in the hierarchical resource allocation model of
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van Zandt (1997).5

The dominant strategy features of our mechanism implies that the planning,
reporting and production assignment rules are prior-independent. For changes
in the organization’s environment, represented by changes in the distribution
over cost shocks in different departments, the only aspect of the mechanism that
need modification are the formulae defining ‘salary’ and bonus coefficients. In
particular, the internal reporting, target-setting and accounting systems do not
need to be changed.

Our results have the following implications for the theory of industrial or-
ganization. First, provided the required conditions on contracting sequence,
verifiability of subcontracts and unlimited liability of intermediate agents hold,
our model questions the common notion that larger, more complex hierarchies
are less efficient owing to ‘control losses’ with respect to incentives or coordi-
nation.6 Moreover, our results imply that all hierarchies consistent with the
technology are equally efficient from an incentive standpoint; the choice of hier-
archical structure can then be based entirely on considerations of communication
costs or information processing. Second, our model identifies different potential
sources of hierarchical control losses based on incentive problems: (i) collusion
between agents, i.e., either a departure from the required top-down contracting
sequence, or nonverifiability of subcontracting outcomes by the Principal (e.g,
as in Laffont and Martimort (1998) or Mookherjee and Tsumagari (2001)); (ii)
limited liability constraints or risk-aversion of intermediate agents (as in McAfee
and McMillan (1995) or Faure-Grimaud, Laffont and Martimort (1998)).

Coordination problems in a setting with adverse selection incentive prob-
lems have also been explored by Crémer and Riordan (1987). A key difference
is that contracting in their model occurs at an ex ante stage, before agents
have received their private information. Informational rents cannot therefore
be earned by agents, and they show that first-best allocations can be imple-
mented by an equilibrium of the contracting game.7 The paper most closely

5The three stages also correspond to planning and ‘responsibility budgeting’ procedures
commonly observed in large firms (Horngren and Foster (1991)).

6For instance, popular accounts of recent waves of ‘corporate engineering’ and ‘downsizing’
are described in terms of eliminating middle layers of management and contract intermediaries,
facilitated by advances in information technology and increased product market competition
(Hammer and Champy (1993)). It is often presumed that these gains result partly from a
reduction in the control losses associated with delegation of decision making to intermediaries.
Such control losses are also believed to account for limits to firm size, as large firms organized
in the form of corporate hierarchies tend to behave more ‘bureaucratically’. The control
losses are typically associated with problems of motivating and supervising intermediaries,
and coordinating decisions made by disparate branches of the hierarchy (Williamson (1967,
1985)). Williamson’s analysis has been criticized by Mirrlees (1976) and Calvo-Wellisz (1978)
who provided models based on moral hazard in which control losses do not create a limit to
firm size.

7Since contracting occurs at an interim stage in our model, agents earn informational rents,
and we obtain the analogous result that second-best allocations can be attained. There are a
number of other differences as well. Their paper is concerned with implementation of Pareto
efficient allocations, whereas we are interested in allocations that maximize the principal’s
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related to this one is our earlier work (Mookherjee and Reichelstein (1997)),
where a similar three stage mechanism was studied for a narrower class of pro-
duction environments. More importantly, our earlier work assumed that the
Principal contracted directly with all agents, whose role was limited to filling
in certain parameters in contracts for subordinates. In contrast, contracting
authority is fully delegated to intermediate agents in this paper.

Section 2 illustrates the main results in the context of an example of a three
layer hierarchy with two branches. Section 3 introduces the general model,
then formally defines a hierarchical contractual mechanism, the solution concept
employed, and then states the main result (whose proof is contained in the
Appendix). Finally, Section 4 concludes.

2 Example: A Three-Tier Two-Branch Hierar-
chy

In this section we present the key ideas of the paper in the context of an example
involving six agents who jointly produce a marketable output for a principal
(denoted P). The technology is hierarchically decomposable in the following
sense: the revenue accruing to P, denoted B(q1, q2), depends on the quantities
q1, q2 of two goods or services produced separately. The production of good i
requires the collaboration of three agents Ai0, Ai1, Ai2, and is described by the
production function qi = q̄i(ai0, ai1, ai2), where aik represents the (real-valued)
productive contribution of Aik.

P’s payoff is B − ∑2
i=1

∑2
k=0 xik, where xik is the transfer from P to Aik.

P and all agents are risk-neutral. The payoff of Aik is xik − θikaik, where θik

is a cost parameter known privately by Aik.8 Agents are not subject to limited
liability constraints, and their outside option payoffs are normalized to zero.
The belief of P and the other agents concerning θik is represented by a positive
density fik(.) on support [θik, θ̄ik]. Beliefs regarding costs of different agents
are mutually independent and common knowledge. They satisfy a monotone
hazard rate condition ( 1

θik

Fik(θik

fik(θik) is nondecreasing in θik), where Fik denotes
the distribution function of θik.9

No further restrictions are imposed on the production structure. Hence the
model is flexible enough to be applied to internal organization, regulation or

residual income. They address the problem that communication between a pair of agents is
bilateral and private, while we assume that agents can verify cost reports exchanged between
others. They present uniqueness results, whereas our equilibrium has a sequential dominant
strategy feature.

8The results can be extended to the context where production costs are not necessarily
separable in θik and aik, but satisfy a generalized single-crossing condition (see Melumad-
Mookherjee-Reichelstein (1995) for a precise statement).

9This condition is stronger than the usual monotonicity condition in adverse selection and
auction models, and implies the optimality of a linear menu of incentive schemes.
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procurement, and includes contexts of competition and/or coordination. For
instance, product i could be a downstream product produced by Ai0, following
supply of intermediate inputs aik by upstream suppliers Aik, k = 1, 2; the two
suppliers may supply complementary inputs, or may be competing suppliers of
the same input. Similarly, products 1 and 2 could be complementary (e.g., where
a final output is produced upon assembling these two products) or competing
(e.g. alternative plants producing the same product). In a procurement setting,
agent Ai0 could be a ‘prime’ contractor, while Aik, k = 1, 2 are subcontractors.
In the internal organization setting, the firm could be composed of two product
divisions i = 1, 2, with Ai0 the manager of division i, producing product i in
collaboration with her subordinates Aik, k = 1, 2. It is possible to incorporate
the notion that a more able ‘manager’ (agent Ai0) increases the marginal prod-
uct of other team members: the ability of the manager being represented by the
parameter θi0, a more able manager is represented by a lower realization of θi0.
Ceteris paribus this will induce Ai0 to supply a higher level of managerial effort
ai0, which raises the marginal product of other team members if the production
function exhibits complementarity between their respective contributions.

The separable structure of the production function (first analyzed by Leon-
tief (1947)) implies that the marginal rate of substitution between the outputs
of any two agents involved in production of a given product i is independent
of production of other products, enabling optimal production allocations to be
made in a multistage hierarchical fashion. We first consider a team setting
(in the sense of Radner and Marschak (1972)) where all agents share a com-
mon objective function equal to their collective profit B − ∑2

i=1

∑2
k=0 θikaik.

Then agents do not have any incentive to misrepresent their private informa-
tion concerning their cost parameter. Figure 1 depicts a hierarchical mechanism
which implements optimal production decisions. P designates agent Ai0 as the
‘manager’ of product i, responsible for receiving cost reports from the other two
agents Ai1, Ai2, making a report of the ‘aggregate cost’ of product i to P, receiv-
ing a production target for product i, and subsequently allocating production
assignments (ai0, ai1, ai2) amongst herself and her two subordinates.

In the team setting, the three-layer hierarchical mechanism consists of the
following stages:

(i) Aik, k = 1, 2 reports θik to Ai0.

(ii) Ai0 computes the cost function ci(qi; θi) of product i (where θi denotes
the vector (θi0, θi1, θi2)), by minimizing

∑2
k=0 θikaik subject to the con-

straint q̄i(ai0, ai1, ai2) ≥ qi. The resulting cost-minimizing production
assignments will be denoted aik(qi, θi).

(iii) Ai0 reports θi to P.

(iv) P computes optimal production targets qi(θ1, θ2) by maximizing B(q1, q2)−∑2
i=1 ci(qi, θi), and communicates this to Ai0.
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Figure 1: A Hierarchy with Three Layers and Two Branches

(v) Ai0 communicates production targets aik(qi, θi) to Aik, k = 1, 2.

An alternative to such a three-layer hierarchical mechanism is a two-layer
centralized revelation mechanism, where all agents communicate their cost re-
ports to P, who subsequently allocates production assignments across all six
agents and communicates these targets to them. Other nonhierarchical alterna-
tives may include communication of cost reports by every agent to every other
agent, each of whom subsequently solves the collective profit maximization prob-
lem and thereby decides on his own production assignment. As many authors
(cited in the Introduction) have pointed out, one advantage of the three layer
hierarchy is that it economizes on communication requirements: each agent
communicates with at most two others. Moreover, it distributes the burden of
computing optimal allocations across different agents who can work in parallel,
enabling speedier decision making.

The question then naturally arises whether these economies of communica-
tion costs and information processing can continue to be realized in the pres-
ence of incentive problems. In such a setting first-best allocations are no longer
attainable, owing to the fact that agents will earn informational rents. The
appropriate benchmark of optimality is different in the presence of an incentive
problem, as the cost to P of paying the agents their informational rents needs
to be incorporated. In this setting, the Revenue Equivalence Theorem applies
(see Myerson (1981)): the expected profit realized by the Principal from any
Bayesian equilibrium of any mechanism depends only on the induced production
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assignments aik(θ) and the interim rents Rik awarded to the highest cost types
of Aik, i = 1, 2; k = 0, 1, 2. In particular, P’s expected profit equals the expected
difference between gross benefits and the sum of ‘virtual‘ costs and rents of the
highest cost types:

Eθ

[
B({q̄i(ai0(θ), ai1(θ), ai2(θ))}i=1,2) −

2∑
i=1

2∑
k=0

{hik(θik)aik(θ)) + Rik}]. (1)

The virtual cost parameter hik equals the cost θik plus the informational rent
Fik

fik
. A second-best mechanism sets the rents Rik of the highest cost types to

zero, and selects production assignments in any given state θ to maximize the
difference between benefit and virtual cost in that state:

B({q̄i(ai0, ai1, ai2)}i=1,2) −
2∑

i=1

2∑
k=0

hik(θik)aik. (2)

By the Revelation Principle, we know that second-best allocations can be
implemented by a centralized revelation mechanism. The key question then is:
can they be equivalently implemented by a three layer hierarchical mechanism as
well?

2.1 Pure Vertical Control Problem: B = B1(q1) + B2(q2)

It is helpful to examine this problem in a setting where P’s benefit function is
additively separable between the production of the two products, so there is no
need to coordinate the decisions of the two teams. Then effectively there are
just three agents and a single branch. Since this case has already been studied
in Melumad-Mookherjee-Reichelstein (1995), we outline the main steps of the
analysis briefly. The problem reduces entirely to one of vertical control: the
manager Ai0 of product i is delegated authority over contracting and communi-
cating with subordinates Ai1, Ai2. P’s ability to monitor these subcontracts is
typically limited: at best she can observe some of their implications in terms of
production assignments or payments; it is rarer for P to also observe the actual
subcontract or messages exchanged between them. Under these circumstances
a self-interested manager Ai0 can strategically misrepresent the cost function of
product i to P, and bias production assignments between herself and her subor-
dinates in order to inflate her own rents. This problem is essentially that of the
double marginalization of rents arising from the exercise of monopoly power by
the manager over contracting with subordinates.

Given the separability of P’s revenue function, we can focus on the contract-
ing problem with producers of product i in isolation. A three-layer hierarchical
mechanism with top-down contracting for product i is defined to be a multi-stage
game (depicted in Figure 2) where
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Figure 2: Sequence of events in three-layer hierarchy with additively separable de-
partments

(i) at the first stage P offers Ai0 a contract menu xi(θ̃i, qi|Ci), where θ̃i denotes
a message to be sent by Ai0 signifying choice of a contract from the menu,
qi is the output eventually delivered by Ai0, and Ci ≡ xi1 + xi2 is the
total ‘cost’, or payments to subordinates resulting from the subcontract
between Ai0 and her subordinates.

(ii) at the next stage Ai0 responds to P’s contract offer either by accepting or
not accepting it; in the former case she selects a contract from the menu by
reporting θ̃i, and designs a menu of subcontracts xik(θ̃ik|Mi0,Mi1,Mi2),
aik(θ̃ik|Mi0,Mi1,Mi2), k = 1, 2, where θ̃ik denotes a message by Aik sig-
nifying a choice from the menu offered, and Mik, k = 0, 1, 2 denotes cost
report messages subsequently exchanged between the three agents.

(iii) Each subordinate Aik responds with a decision whether or not to partici-
pate in the subcontract; in the former case he also selects θ̃ik and reports
Mik.10 Simultaneously Ai0 selects the cost report Mi0.

(iv) If both agents agree to participate the game proceeds (otherwise it is ter-
minated with no production or payments), production and payments of
subordinates are determined as per the subcontract, and finally Ai0 deter-
mines her own productive contribution ai0 (which along with production
of subordinates determines the level qi of the product delivered).

The top-down hierarchical mechanism has the following attributes:

Contracting Sequence: Ai0 must respond to P’s contract offer with an acceptance
and contract choice from the offered menu before receiving any communication
from subordinates. This implies that the participation constraints for the man-
ager must hold in an interim rather than ex post sense. Note that P need not
submit her own cost report Mi0 to her subordinates before they have decided
whether or not to accept the subcontract, so we allow for the problem of an
informed (sub)principal in the sense of Maskin and Tirole (1990).

Contract Observability P can verify the total payment to subordinates resulting
from the subcontract; no other aspect of the subcontract need be observed. A

10The reader may observe that two reports for each agent are redundant in this setting.
They will, however, turn out to be relevant in more complex hierarchies so we shall retain this
structure in order to maintain consistency in the exposition.
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natural interpretation of this assumption in the internal organization context
is that xik is a payment from P’s account to Aik which is ‘authorized’ by his
manager Ai0. Alternatively in a procurement setting, P needs to verify the
prime contractor’s outsourcing cost.11 It also simplifies to initially assume that
subordinates observe the contract negotiated by Ai0 with P; in the absence of
this assumption it will suffice for subordinates to know that Ai0’s compensation
is linear in the payments made to them.12

In this context a three layer hierarchical mechanism with top-down contract-
ing implements second-best outcomes.13 We outline the argument briefly. The
menu offered by P to Ai0 is the following family of contracts linear in a measure
of ‘profit’ πi ≡ Bi(qi) −

∑2
k=1 xik :

xi(θ̃i0, πi) = γi(θ̃i0) + βi(θ̃i0)πi.

The profit bonus coefficient βi(θ̃i0) ≡ θ̃i0

hi0(θ̃i0)
, which lies between 0 and 1, is

non-increasing in θ̃i0. The manager’s fixed compensation γi is a non-decreasing
function of θ̃i0. Reporting a lower value of θ̃i0 is thus tantamount to the manager
self-selecting a more ‘high-powered’ incentive contract.

The managerial contract overcomes the problem of double marginalization
of rents in the following way. Suppose that Ai0 has indeed selected the contract
corresponding to her true type θi0. Then in designing the subcontract her
problem reduces to selecting (upon applying the Revelation Principle to this
problem, and using θ to denote the vector (θi1, θi2)) a production allocation
aik(θ) and payments xik(θ) to maximize

Eθ[βi(θi0){Bi(q̄i(ai0(θ), ai1(θ), ai2(θ))) −
2∑

k=1

xik(θ)} − θi0ai0(θ)]

subject to incentive and participation constraints for Ai1, Ai2. Since the subor-
dinate agents must be paid their informational rents, and since θi0

βi(θi0)
≡ hi0(θi0),

this reduces to the unconstrained maximization of

Eθ[Bi(q̄i(ai0(θ), ai1(θ), ai2(θ))) −
2∑

k=0

hik(θik)aik(θ)]

which is exactly the objective function of P. The manager fully internalizes the
Principal’s objective, and thus selects second-best production assignments, while
minimizing rents of the subordinate agents. Finally, the fixed salary component

11Of course, we must assume there is no scope for any hidden side-payments (such as bribes)
between the manager and subordinates.

12This issue is elaborated in footnote 14 below.
13The implementation notion employed is that every perfect Bayesian equilibrium outcome

of the game will result in second-best profit for P.
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γi(θi0) is set to ensure that Ai0 selects θ̃i0 = θi0 and the interim rents of her
highest cost type equals zero. Hence the second-best outcome results.14

It is useful to understand the role of the key assumptions underlying the
preceding result, which are typically necessary as well:15

Observability of Subcontracting Outcomes: This is necessary for P to overcome
the problem of double marginalization of rents in the hierarchy. If P cannot ob-
serve any aspect of the subcontract, Ai0’s compensation must be independent
of the subcontract. For any given production target qi, Ai0 will tend to allocate
production assignments in order to minimize

∑2
k=1 hik(θik)aik + θi0ai0 in state

(θi0, θi1, θi2), instead of
∑2

k=0 hik(θik)aik. The informational rents paid to sub-
ordinates are treated as costs by Ai0, whereas the information rents accruing
to Ai0 herself are counted as a benefit. So Ai0 tends to under-procure from the
subordinates and inflate her own rents. Another interpretation of this problem
is that Ai0’s monopsony power over procurement results in her offering too low
a procurement price, in turn eliciting insufficiently low supplies from Ai1, Ai2.
When subcontracting costs are observable, this problem is overcome by offer
of a procurement subsidy by P to Ai0: for every additional dollar incurred in
paying subordinates, Ai0’s compensation is lowered by βi, which is lower than
one dollar, thus corresponding to a per-dollar subsidy of 1 − βi. In the absence
of cost observability, it would also suffice for P to monitor ai0 the productive
contribution of the manager: then the procurement subsidy could be set equal
to her informational rent [hi0(θi0) − θi0]ai0.16

Top-down Contracting and Absence of Limited Liability Constraint: These as-
sumptions ensure that the managerial contract is subject only to incentive and
(interim) participation constraints for the manager. Otherwise the contract for

14 The informed principal problem (resulting from the fact that the manager’s type θi0 is
unknown to her subordinates at the time of contracting) is also overcome as a result of the
managerial contract that makes the manager’s compensation a linear function of the total
payments to the subordinates. This effectively makes the manager ‘risk-neutral’ with respect
to these payments, as are the subordinates themselves. The analysis of Maskin and Tirole
(1990) shows that in such environments the informed principal problem vanishes: the only
reason for the manager to delay revelation of her own type to her subordinates is to enter into
some risk-sharing arrangement with them with regard to the realization of their payments.
With risk-neutrality there is no scope for gains from such forms of risk-sharing. It is evident
from this that the subordinates do not really need to observe the exact contract received by
their manager: it suffices that it is common knowledge that the manager is risk-neutral with
respect to the payments to the subordinates.

15The precise conditions under which they are necessary include continuous differentiability
of the revenue function (which ensures some degree of substitutability between contributions
of different agents), and indispensability of both agents in the second-best allocation (i.e.,
each agent produces with positive probability).

16With this alternative formulation of the procurement subsidy, the second best is imple-
mentable even if cost functions are not multiplicatively separable, but instead satisfy a general
single-crossing property.
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Ai0 would be subject to an additional constraint of the form

xi0(θ) − θi0ai0(θ) ≥ 0

for all θ. This could result directly from the inability of Ai0 to assume a positive
liability (i.e., be remunerated below cost) in any state. Alternatively ex post
participation constraints would have to be imposed if Ai0 could communicate
and contract with subordinates before responding to the Principal’s offer. In
such a context, Ai0’s ex post rents would have to be non-negative in all states
of the world θ, implying in turn that interim rents will be strictly positive
owing to incentive constraints. Intuitively, in order to shrink interim rent Ri0

of Ai0 to zero, as required by the second-best allocation, Ai0 must be able to
costlessly bear risk (or positive liability) arising from the dependence of her
performance measure on costs of subordinates. This is exactly the result of
McAfee and McMillan (1995): the informational asymmetry between P and
Ai0 now expands to include information concerning the costs of subordinates
Ai1, Ai2, and the resulting rents cannot be ‘taxed away’ upfront at the time of
contracting.17

2.2 Vertical Control-cum-Coordination: Non-Additively-
Separable Revenue Function

We now introduce the problem of coordinating production across the two divi-
sions, by dropping the assumption of additive separability of B in q1 and q2.
The optimal level of production of one product now depends on the cost of the
other product; hence manager Ai0 can no longer make decisions concerning pro-
duction of qi in isolation from information concerning cost conditions of product
j. However, the assumption of weak separability (or hierarchical decomposabil-
ity) of the firm’s revenue function implies that this interdependence is limited
to decisions concerning the scale of production: conditional on the overall level
of the service qi to be delivered, Ai0 can still decide how to allocate productive
contributions between herself and her subordinates in isolation from the other
branch.

The three-layer hierarchical mechanism must now involve the (division i)
manager signing subcontracts for her subordinates that are conditioned on the
production target eventually assigned for their division (equivalently on the
reported cost of the other division j). After receiving cost reports from sub-
ordinates, the manager must subsequently make a ‘divisional’ cost report to
the Principal. In general this involves reporting the entire cost vector θi ≡
(θi0, θi1, θi2), which enables P to compute the cost function of product i. Hav-
ing received cost reports from both divisions, P can decide on the desired scale
of production for both products, and communicate these targets to the divi-

17In a similar vein, the recent theory of delegation of Faure-Grimaud, Laffont and Martimort
(1998) is based on risk-aversion of the supervisor.
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sional managers. Thereafter production assignments and payments within each
division are determined according to the conditional contracts previously signed.

One frequently mentioned attribute of a hierarchical reporting mechanism
is that lower level managers can aggregate their information concerning costs of
alternative subordinates into a summary statistic of cost of their own depart-
ment as a whole. Then economies can be realized in communicational costs and
information processing burdens on higher level managers. In the formulation
adopted above, an intermediate manager is communicating the entire vector of
subordinates’ cost parameters to P. Aggregation of cost reports into a single
dimensional cost aggregate is indeed possible when the production function q̄i

is homothetic. Then Ai0 need only report a unit cost report for product i to
P (as illustrated in the multi-plant production planning example in Section 3.6
below). In case the production function is not homothetic, such aggregation
is not possible and intermediate managers must generally submit multidimen-
sional cost reports. Since multidimensional incentive problems are generally
complicated, it is worthwhile to continue with the general case to show how
these problems can nevertheless be overcome.

We introduce the following notation for the two distinct cost reports issued
by a manager: an internal cost report mi issued to subordinates for the pur-
pose of allocating production within the division, and an external cost report
Mi ≡ (ri0, ri1, ri2) issued to P for the purpose of deciding the overall scale of
production (where rik denotes the reported cost parameter for Aik). As for the
subordinate agents, we shall continue to use Mik to denote their cost report to
Ai0.

Formally, a three-layer hierarchical mechanism with top-down contracting
and bottom-up cost reporting is the following multistage game (depicted in Figure
3):

(i) P offers Ai0 a contract menu qi(θ̃i0,M1,M2), xi(θ̃i0,M1,M2|Ci), where θ̃i0

is the message to be sent by Ai0 signifying choice of a contract from the
menu, qi is the output target for product i, and Ci continues to denote
‘cost’ incurred in division i (such as costs or production assignments).

(ii) Ai0 responds to P’s contract offer either by accepting or not accepting it;
in the former case she selects a contract by reporting θ̃i0, and then de-
signs a menu of subcontracts for subordinates xik(θ̃ik,Mj |mi,Mi1,Mi2),
aik(θ̃ik,Mj |mi,Mi1,Mi2), k = 1, 2, combined with an external cost re-
porting rule Mi(mi, {θ̃ik,Mik}k=1,2), where θ̃ik denotes a message by Aik

signifying a choice from the menu offered, and mi,Mik, k = 1, 2 denotes
cost report messages subsequently exchanged between the three agents.
Here mi denotes a report made by Ai0 to her subordinates concerning her
own cost, while Mik is the cost report of subordinate Aik.18

18Note the dependence on the external cost report Mj of the other division, necessary for
coordinating production between the two divisions. Otherwise the subcontract is designed as
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Figure 3: Sequence of events in three-layer hierarchy with non-additively separable
departments

(iii) Each subordinate Aik responds with a decision whether or not to par-
ticipate in the subcontract; in the former case he also selects θ̃ik and the
report Mik. Simultaneously Ai0 selects the cost report mi. If all managers
and subordinates have agreed to participate the game proceeds (otherwise
it is terminated with no production or payments).

(iv) Ai0, i = 1, 2 makes an external cost report Mi ≡ (ri0, ri1, ri2) for division i
to P (as per the subcontract already negotiated with subordinates), which
determines output targets q1, q2 for each division (as per the managerial
contracts already negotiated). P then communicates the output target qi

and the cost report of the other division Mj to all members of division i.

(v) Production assignments and payments to subordinates are now determined
according to the conditional subcontracts selected at the first stage; given
these and the divisional output target, the required production contribu-
tion ai0 of the manager is determined. Finally, payments to the manager
are made according to the contract signed with P.19

Observability and timing assumptions are otherwise as in the case where
B is additively separable. Note, however, that the necessity of coordinating
production across the two divisions complicates the contracting considerably:

in the previous sub-section, to allocate production assignments within the division efficiently.
The reporting rule Mi(.) is independent of the cost report Mj of the other division, since the
manager of different divisions report simultaneously to the Principal.

19Stages (iv) and (v) thus do not involve any strategic decisions, being determined entirely
by decisions made earlier in the game.
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divisional managers must now select subcontracts that are conditioned on out-
comes in other divisions. The production assignment and payment of every
agent depends on contracting and communication elsewhere in the organiza-
tion. Each agent must also be able to verify the external cost reports of all
divisions, as their own contract is conditioned on these variables.

Nevertheless, the hierarchical mechanism continues to attain second-best out-
comes. The reasoning is as follows (we postpone a formal statement of the result
and detailed proof to Section 4). The mechanism presented in the previous sub-
section is adapted in the following way. P offers Ai0 the following menu of linear
contracts:

xi = γ(θ̃i0|Mj) + βi(θ̃i0)πi

and

qi(M1,M2) ∈ arg max
q1,q2

[B(q1, q2) −
2∑

i=1

ci(qi|Mi)].

The divisional profit measure is now

πi = Ri(qi|Mj) −
2∑

k=1

xik

where Ri denotes an imputed measure of divisional ‘revenue’:

Ri(qi|Mj) = max
qj

[B(q1, q2) − cj(qj |Mj)]

equal to the maximum willingness of P to pay for the output delivered by division
i, given the reported cost function for the other division j. The external cost
report Mj ≡ (rj0, rj1, rj2) is a vector of reported costs of the three producing
agents in division j, which determine its cost function

cj(qj |Mj = ({rjk})) ≡ min
aj0,aj1,aj2

2∑
k=0

rjkajk subject to q̄j(aj0, aj1, aj2) ≥ qj .

The problem of vertical control is now additionally complicated by the fact
that each divisional manager Ai0 is delegated the responsibility of making an
external cost report Mi for purposes of production coordination, after having
exchanged internal cost reports (mi,Mi1,Mi2) with subordinates. And since the
Principal does not observe the communication within each division, there is a
multidimensional problem of ensuring that each manager report the entire vector
of internal cost parameters truthfully (i.e., Mi ≡ (ri, ri1, ri2) = (mi,Mi1,Mi2)).

Fortunately, however, this problem can be overcome by the mechanism
described above, owing to a dominant strategy feature of the above mecha-
nism. Conditional on having selected a contract corresponding to her true type
(θ̃i = θi0), the objective of manager of division i reduces to

EMj ,θi1,θi2 [Ri(qi(M1,M2)|Mj) −
2∑

k=0

hik(θik)aik]
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upon incorporating the incentive and participation constraints for the subordi-
nates, and the fact that the unit effective cost of any personal contribution is
the virtual cost hi0 rather than the actual cost θi0 owing to the profit bonus
coefficient βi in her compensation formula. Here Mj — the cost report of the
other division — is treated as a random variable; subcontracts within division i
can be conditioned on the eventual realization of Mj . So the manager’s control
variables are the conditional production assignments aik(θi0, θi1, θi2|Mj), and
the divisional cost report Mi(θi0, θi1, θi2) which affects the eventual production
target qi. Utilizing the definition of the divisional revenue measure Ri, the man-
ager of division i seeks to maximize pointwise (i.e., for any given realization of
(Mj , θi1, θi2)) the following objective function:

max
qj

[B(qi(Mi,Mj), qj) − cj(qj |Mj)] −
2∑

k=0

hik(θik)aik.

In effect, thus, manager Ai0 again internalizes the Principal’s objective perfectly,
conditional on any cost report Mj submitted by the other division j. It follows
that each manager has a dominant strategy incentive (i.e., conditional on any
Mj) to truthfully report its division’s cost to the Principal (i.e., Ai0 reports
Mi = {(hik(θik)}k=0,1,2) and select second-best production assignments within
division i. This applies irrespective of the dimensionality of the cost vector Mi.

Given that divisional managers report their virtual cost function truthfully,
the aggregate production levels are also chosen by the Principal according to
the second-best criterion: they maximize the difference between revenues and
aggregate virtual cost. So production decisions are second-best. Finally, the
fixed payments γi of each manager have to be calibrated to ensure they select a
contract corresponding to their true type, and earn the same interim rents as in
an optimal revelation mechanism. Owing to the assumption of top-down con-
tracting and unlimited liability, this can be accomplished in the usual manner.
At the time of contracting, therefore, each manager continues to bear the risk
of a negative ex post liability if her subordinates happen to realize a high cost,
but not with respect to cost realizations of other divisions.

A nice feature of the mechanism is that agents in any division do not have
to form conjectures regarding the outcomes in the other division, despite the
fact that their contracts are conditioned on these outcomes. The equilibrium
has a sequential dominant strategy property: bottom-layer agents are playing
dominant strategies; conditional on this, intermediate managers are also playing
dominant strategies (i.e., the managers’ strategies are dominant with respect to
the cost reported by the other division, and a best response to the strategies of
their subordinates). This renders inessential the need for agents in any division
to monitor contracts and motivation of agents in divisions apart from their
own.20

20Of course agents in division i need to be able to ex post verify the cost report Mj submitted
by the other division, since their own contracts are conditioned on this variable. But they do
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In summary, therefore, previous results concerning implementability of sec-
ond-best outcomes by a three-layer hierarchical extends to the three-layer six-
agent context where coordination and vertical control problems arise simultane-
ously. Observe that the same conditions continue to be necessary and sufficient
for this to happen: top-down contracting, absence of limited liability for inter-
mediate managers, and P’s ability to monitor costs or production assignments
within divisions. In the next Section, we show that this result extends to arbi-
trary hierarchical structures. There a formal analysis is presented which clarifies
the exact assumptions concerning observability, sequence of moves, and the im-
plementation concept for the hierarchical contracting game.

3 General Model

There are n productive agents, with agent i contributing ai ∈ Ai, an interval of
the real line, with the principal’s gross benefit function given by B(a1, . . . , an),
and net payoff by B−∑n

i=1 xi. All the assumptions and notation of the previous
section are retained: agent i’s payoff is xi − θiai, where the realization of θi

is known privately by i. It is common knowledge among all agents and the
principal that θi is distributed on the support [θi, θ̄i] with a positive density
fi(.), where Fi

θifi
is nondecreasing in θi, and θ1, . . . , θn are mutually independent.

The corresponding distribution function is denoted by Fi. It will be notationally
convenient to refer to the Principal as agent 0, for whom a0 ≡ 0 ≡ θ0.

We first explain the hierarchical structure of the technology. A hierarchy is
an oriented tree for P and the n agents, with P at the root of this tree. Agent
j is said to be a subordinate of Agent i, if the path from P to j leads through
i. Agent i is said to be a direct boss of j (and j a direct subordinate of i) if in
addition there is no third agent k such that k is subordinate to i and j is subor-
dinate to k. Otherwise i is said to be an indirect boss of j (and j is an indirect
subordinate of i. The set of direct subordinates of i is denoted s(i), and the
entire set of subordinates of i is denoted S(i). Agent i can therefore be thought
of as responsible for department d(i) ≡ {i}⋃

S(i), i.e.,which includes himself
and all his subordinates. The assumption of hierarchical decomposability of the
technology requires every department d(i) to collectively produce a product qi,
in isolation from the rest of the organization, i.e., based only on the efforts of
the members of d(i). This motivates the following definition.

Definition 1 The hierarchy H is said to be consistent with the production
function B if it admits the following decomposition:

(i) For each agent i, there is an output qi delivered by the corresponding depart-
ment d(i) which is given by a production function qi = q̄i(ai; qs(i)),where

not need to observe the contracts in other divisions, or form expectations concerning decisions
made by agents in other divisions, in order to decide how they must themselves behave.
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qs(i) denotes {qj}j∈s(i), the vector of outputs produced by the departments
managed by the immediate subordinates s(i) of i.21 If i has no subordinates
(i.e. is a bottom-layer agent), then qi is a function of ai alone.

(ii) The Principal’s gross benefit can be expressed as a function of outputs of
the departments of top layer agents: B ≡ q0 = q̄0(qs(0)).

Second-best mechanisms select production assignments to maximize the ex-
pected difference between P’s gross benefits and the sum of virtual production
costs of all agents. Given the consistency of the hierarchy with the technol-
ogy, second-best production assignments can be hierarchically decomposed as
follows. For a bottom layer agent i, use M∗

i to denote the agent’s virtual cost
parameter hi(θi) ≡ θi + Fi(θi)

fi(θi)
. For an agent i at a higher level, it is defined

recursively by M∗
i ≡ (hi(θi),M∗

s(i)), where M∗
s(i) is the vector of virtual cost pa-

rameters of subordinates. Then the virtual cost of department d(i) for delivering
one unit of output is given by:

Ci(qi;M∗
i ) ≡ min

ai,qs(i)
[hi(θi)ai +

∑
j∈s(i)

Cj(qj ;M∗
j )] subject to q̄i(ai; qs(i)) ≥ qi.

(3)
Since a bottom-layer agent has no subordinates, M∗

i = hi(θi) and Ci(qi;hi(θi)) =
hi(θi)ai(qi), where ai(qi) is the inverse of i’s production function q̄i(ai). Let the
second-best assignments which solve problem (3) be denoted by a∗i (qi;M∗

i ),
q∗j (qi,M

∗
i ).

3.1 Contracts

Define a sibling of agent i to be any other agent j who is a direct subordinate of
i’s direct boss. Next denote by T (i) the set of i’s siblings and also those of all his
(direct and indirect) bosses. This set is defined recursively as follows. For a top
layer agent i ∈ s(0), T (j) ≡ s(0) − i is the set of all other top-layer managers.
For an agent i at the next layer, it is the set of all top-layer managers apart from
his boss, and i’s siblings. In general, therefore, T (j) ≡ T (i)

⋃
[s(i) − j], where

i is j’s direct boss. The set T (j) comprises all those agents in the hierarchy
at higher or the same level in other departments whose cost reports will affect
output targets and payments of j.

Each agent i in the hierarchy submits an (external) cost report Mi to his
direct boss: this is a vector of cost parameters for all members in the department
reported to i’s boss. Specifically, Mi ≡ (mi, ˜Ms(i)), where ˜Ms(i) denotes the
vector of reports on behalf of subordinates of i, and mi is a report of the cost
of her own contribution ai. The vector ˜Ms(i) is effectively a listing of cost
parameters of all subordinates — direct and indirect — of i. In the case where

21In what follows, we shall use this convention of denoting subvectors by a subscript for the
set of relevant agents.
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departmental production functions are homothetic, these multidimensional cost
reports can be aggregated into single-dimensional unit cost reports.

The subcontract stipulates i’s report Mi as a function of the reports Ms(i)

that she will receive from her subordinates. Besides, the subcontracts specifies
payments and production targets for all direct subordinates s(i), based on the
external cost reports Ms(i) they submit to i, and the cost reports of other de-
partments (i.e., members of T (i)) which will eventually determine the target for
i’s department as a whole. We shall use µi to denote the set of external cost
reports submitted by agents in T (i). Note that Mi cannot be conditioned on µi,
since i’s cost report must be issued prior to learning the realization of cost re-
ports µi of other higher level departments. However, with the sequence of events
described below, the output targets and compensations can be conditioned on
the realization of µi.

A subcontract designed by agent i for her subordinates s(i) therefore com-
prises:

(a) a cost reporting rule Mi(Ms(i)))

(b) output target rule for each direct subordinate j ∈ s(i): qj(θ̃j ,Mj |µj)

(c) compensation rule for each direct subordinate j ∈ s(i): xj(θ̃j ,Mj , xS(j)|µj)
where θ̃j ∈ [θj , θ̄j ]

⋃{NP} denotes the participation and contract selec-
tion decision made by j. If θ̃j = NP , j decides to drop out, whereupon
qk = xk ≡ 0 for all agents k in the hierarchy.22 Otherwise j decides to
participate, and submits a cost report θ̃j which selects a contract from the
menu offered to j.23

In what follows, we shall use Γj to denote the contract offered to j. Agent
j subsequently designs a mechanism for all her direct subordinates, and so on.
Contracts flow down the hierarchy in this fashion, until an agent j at the bottom
layer is reached. For such an agent (with boss i), the form of the contract
is modified to: Γj = (Mi(Ms(i))), qj(θ̃j ,Mj |µj), xj(θ̃j ,Mj |µj)) reflecting the
absence of any subordinates. In what follows, we shall denote the set of all
bottom-layer agents by J .

22This is natural if every agent is essential in the production process, as with a constant-
elasticity-of-substitution revenue function. If some agents are not essential, then too we can
impose the property that the entire project shuts down in case any agent happens to not par-
ticipate without loss of generality, since this event will occur off the equilibrium path. A more
realistic formulation would allow only those agents who decide not to participate to drop out,
while others continue to perform. This can also be incorporated into the model by extending
the (cost report) message space to incorporate participation decisions of subordinates. We
avoid this in the interests of simplifying the notation.

23The compensation payment for j depends on xS(j), the payments eventually made to all
of j’s subordinates. In the case that cost functions are not multiplicatively separable between
θj and aj , but satisfy the relevant single-crossing conditions, they can be conditioned instead
on observation of aj .
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3.2 Sequence of Moves

Figure 4 depicts the sequence of events. First P offers menus of contracts Γs(0) to
top layer agents. These agents then choose their own contracts, cost reporting
rules, and offer menus of contracts Γs(i) to their direct subordinates. Their
subordinates do the same in turn, and thus contracts flow down the hierarchy,
until a bottom-layer agent i ∈ J is reached, who selects a contract.

In the second phase, the cost report of bottom-most agents are sent to their
immediate superiors. The external cost report of each superior in turn is deter-
mined by the reporting rule already selected in the first phase. External cost
reports flow up the hierarchy in this way, until they reach P. The final phase
involves production assignments flowing down, in accordance with the reports
submitted at the second phase and the contracts signed at the first phase.

3.3 Information Structure

For contracts to be enforceable, it is necessary that every agent i (and third
party contract enforcers) be able to verify ex post the relevant cost messages on
which the profit measure of i’s department is based. The mechanism therefore
necessitates maintaining an internal cost accounting system which makes public
to all agents the cost reports submitted and costs incurred by each department.

An additional issue concerns ex ante observability of contracts and reports
of higher layer agents, before an intermediate layer agent decides whether to
participate in the mechanism and which contract to select. This will turn out
to be irrelevant when we consider the sequential dominant strategy solution con-
cept (explained further below). But it needs to be made explicit in the Bayesian
analysis. In that context we seek to minimize ‘informed (sub)principal’ prob-
lems, and consider the Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium concept which is usually
defined for multistage games where moves at all previous stages are observable
to agents moving at later stages (see Fudenberg and Tirole (1991)). Hence in
the Bayesian analysis we shall assume that every j ∈ s(i) observes the contract
Γm offered to every m ∈ T (j). This assumption ensures, for instance, that a
boss does not have more information concerning contracts offered to his siblings
than do his subordinates. The only piece of private information possessed by a
boss i thus concerns the realization of his private cost parameter θi.24

3.4 Strategies

Let the information possessed by an agent i be denoted Ii when it is i’s turn to
move. And let Di denote i’s decision with respect to participation and reporting

24It will turn out that standard contracts will make agent compensations linear in compen-
sations of their subordinates, so that the informed principal problem will not be an issue once
the Principal offers standard contracts to top-layer managers. So this observability assumption
will not be necessary even in the Bayesian analysis.
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of θ̃i which serves to select a contract from the menu offered by i’s boss. Then
a strategy for i /∈ J is a function σi(θi,Γi|Ii) −→ (Di,Γs(i)). For a bottom layer
agent i ∈ J it reduces to σi(θi,Γi|Ii) −→ Di. Finally, P merely selects a menu
of contracts to offer to each top layer agent.

3.5 Standard Contracts

We now introduce a specific class of contracts, which we call standard contracts.
We shall argue below that agents will indeed have incentives to offer these
contracts to their subordinates. First, the cost reporting rule takes the following
form:

Mi(Ms(i)) = (mi,Ms(i)) (4)

i.e., i truthfully submits the report of subordinate costs exactly in the form that
was submitted to i by her subordinates, adding to it a report of her personal cost
mi of contributing ai.25 Note in particular that i’s report mi of her personal
cost parameter is independent of Ms(i), so subordinates cannot influence mi. In
other words, i commits to reporting a given mi at the time of offering a standard
contract to subordinates.

Output and compensation rules are based on a measure of departmental
profit, the difference between a measure of revenue and cost. For any top layer
agent i, the revenue measure is

Ri(qi|µi) = Maxqs(0)−i
[B(qi, qs(0)−i) −

∑
l∈s(0)−i

Cl(ql;Ml)] (5)

where it may be recalled µi ≡ {Ml}{l∈s(0)−i}. Revenue functions for subordi-
nates j ∈ s(i) are then defined recursively as follows:26

Rj(qj |µj) = Maxai,qs(i)−j
[Ri(q̄i(ai, qj , qs(i)−j)|µi) −miai −

∑
l∈s(i)−j

Cl(ql;Ml)]

(6)
where µj ≡ (µi, {Ml}{l∈s(i)−j}). The ‘revenue’ awarded to the department thus
represents the ‘maximum willingness to pay’ of the boss i for the output of
j’s department when i seeks to maximize the profits of department d(i), as
measured by the difference between revenues Ri and costs reported by other
subordinates (s(i) − j) and i herself.

Given the revenue function, the output target for j is selected to maximize
the difference between revenue and reported cost:

qj(Mj |µj) ∈ arg max
q̃j

[Rj(q̃j |µj) − Cj(qj ;Mj)]. (7)

25The upper case report Mi denotes an (external) cost report submitted by i to i’s boss,
pertaining to cost of i’s department as a whole. A lower case report mi denotes an (internal)
cost report submitted by i to i’s subordinates concerning her personal cost of contributing ai.

26To simplify notation, we suppress dependence on mi, as the latter is stipulated as part of
the contract.
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Finally, the compensation scheme is structured as in the example of Section
3. Agent j is offered a menu of linear contracts

xj = γj(θ̃j |µj) + βj(θ̃j)Πj . (8)

where the profit Πi of i’s department is defined by

Πj = Rj(qj |µj) −
∑

l∈S(j)

xl, (9)

the bonus coefficient is
βj(θ̃j) =

θj

hj(θj)
, (10)

and the fixed payment is

γj(θ̃j |µj) = θ̃j âj(θ̃j |µj) +
∫ θ̄j

θ̃j

âj(t|µj)dt− βj(θ̃j)Π̂j(θ̃j |µj), (11)

where âj(θj |µj) equals the expected value of second-best assignment a∗j condi-
tional on: (i) j being of type θj , and (ii) the virtual cost reports µj made by
members of T (j) are truthful. The expectation is taken with respect to the
types θS(j) of j’s subordinates. Similarly, Π̂j(θj |µj) denotes the corresponding
conditional expectation of the profit measure Πj .

3.6 Illustration of Standard Contracts in a Multi-plant
Production Planning Example

Consider a firm producing a homogenous good across multiple plants, with a
revenue function B = bq − c

2q
2, where q denotes the total quantity produced.

There are n plants; if the manager of plant i contributes ai the plant produces
qi = (2ai)

1
2 , so that q =

∑n
i=1 qi =

∑n
i=1(2ai)

1
2 . Plant i incurs a cost θi.ai,

where θi is distributed uniformly on the interval [0, 1]. This technology is con-
sistent with any hierarchy, where the total output delivered by department Di

is given by q̄i(ai; qs(i)) = (2ai)
1
2 +

∑
j∈s(i) qj .

It is convenient in this setting to represent the technology shock of plant i
by its productivity ηi ≡ 1

θi
. The virtual cost of manager i in supplying output

qi is q2
i

ηi
, and the second-best production assignment for plant i is qi = bηi

2+c
∑

j ηj
,

resulting in aggregate firm output
b

∑
j ηj

2+c
∑

j ηj
. For any hierarchy, the second-best

allocation can be hierarchically decomposed as follows. Agent i will submit an
internal (plant) productivity report of ηi to her subordinates, and an external
(departmental) productivity report of Ni = ηi +

∑
j∈s(i) Nj . The total output

for the firm is set by the principal as a function of the departmental reports
of top layer managers j: q =

b
∑

j∈s(0) Nj

2+c
∑

j∈s(0) Nj
, with output target for department
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d(j) set at: qj = bNj

2+c
∑

j∈s(0) Nj
. Output targets then flow down the hierarchy

according to the following recursive rule: given target qi for the department,
ai = qi

ηi

Ni
, qj = qi

Nj

Ni
, for any j ∈ s(i).

The revenue measures in the standard contract are set as follows. For a top
layer agent i, Ri(q̂i|µi) is the maximized (with respect to qj , j ∈ s(0), j = i) value
of b(q̂i +

∑
j �=i qj) − c

2 (q̂i +
∑

j �=i qj)2 −∑
j �=i N

−1
j q2

j . Solving this maximization
problem, i’s revenue is seen to depend on the reports of other departments via

the single parameter δi = N−i+c(N2
−i−Ñ2

−i)

(2+cN2
−i)

2 , where N−i denotes
∑

j∈s(bi),j �=i Nj ,

and Ñ2
−i denotes

∑
j∈s(bi),j �=i N

2
j . In the case of a top layer agent we can

therefore identify µi with δi, and the corresponding revenue function is given by

Ri(qi|µi) = b2δi + (1 − 2cδi)[bqi − c

2
q2
i ].

The revenue function handed to a top layer department is thus a marked down
version of the revenue function facing the firm as a whole, with a markdown
factor of (1 − 2cδi), plus an upfront fixed payment.27 For lower layer agents,
a similar revenue function is used, with a modification of the upfront payment
and the markdown factor. We use Fi and Gi to denote the upfront payment
and markdown factor in department i’s revenues, i.e., so that

Ri(qi|µi) = Fi + Gi[bqi − c

2
q2
i ].

These parameters of the revenue function are defined recursively as follows:
Fi = Fbi

+ b2Gbi
δi; Gi = (1 − 2cδi)Gbi

, where bi denotes the boss of i. The pa-
rameter µi entering the revenue function offered to any department i is therefore
summarized entirely by these two variables Fi and Gi.

The corresponding output target is qi(Ni, Gi) = b[c + 2N−1
i Gi

−1]−1, while
the required input in plant i is ai(Ni, ηi, Gi) = bηi[cN−1

i + 2Gi
−1]−1.

Finally, payment rules are as follows. The bonus coefficient βi is set iden-
tically equal to 1

2 (since θi is distributed uniformly on [0, 1]). Hence xi ≡
γi + 1

2 [Ri −
∑

j∈S(i) xj ]. The fixed payment γi is equal to the difference between
two functions: γi1, the expected production cost plus informational rent of i,
and γi2 the expected value of the incentive payment 1

2 [Ri − Ci], both calcu-
lated at the optimal production assignment. These functions are computed as
follows:28

γi1(ηi, Gi) = b2
[
η2

i ENs(i)(cηi + cNs(i) + 2G−1
i )−2

+
∫ ηi

0

t2ENs(i)(ct + cNs(i) + 2G−1
i )−2dt

]
,

27It is easily verified that δi > 0, hence (1 − 2cδi) < 1. Moreover, if c ∈ (0, 1) then
(1− 2cδi) > 0.

28We continue to treat ηi as the uncertain cost parameter, and use Ns(i) to denote∑
j∈s(i) Nj .
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and

γi2(ηi, Gi) =
b2

2
GiENs(i)

[
{c + 2(ηi + Ns(i)

−1Gi
−1)}−1

− c

2
{c + 2(ηi + Ns(i)

−1Gi
−1)}−2

]

−ENs(i)

[
Ns(i)

c(ηi + Ns(i)) + 2Gi
−1

]
.

Note here that the design of the compensation rule for i requires information
only about aggregate productivity Ns(i) of the department d(i), the sum of the
individual ηi’s across all plants in the department. The boss of i uses this
aggregate information to design a suitable aggregate output target and incentive
scheme for i, and then delegates responsibility to i to allocate this target between
i’s own plant and those of i’s subordinates.

3.7 Straightforward Behavior

We now describe behavior ‘on the equilibrium path’ which if followed by all
agents would result in the implementation of the optimal second-best mecha-
nism. For any non-bottom-layer agent i /∈ J , the strategy is said to be straight-
forward if conditional on receiving a standard contract, type θi of i selects the
following actions: she accepts the contract corresponding to θ̃i = θi, and offers
a standard contract (with personal cost report mi = hi(θi)) to all subordinates.
For the Principal, straightforward behavior entails selecting a standard contract
for all top-layer agents. Finally for bottom layer agents, straightforward behav-
ior requires acceptance, θ̃i = θi and Mi = hi(θi) following offer of a standard
contract. Thus, straightforward behavior specifies that an agent, who is offered
a standard contract, selects from the menu according to his true type, reports
virtual costs truthfully, and offers a standard contract to every subordinate in
turn.

Proposition 1 For any hierarchy consistent with the technology, straightfor-
ward behavior by the Principal and all agents results in second-best outcomes.

The reasoning behind this result is that under straightforward behavior all
agents report their virtual cost parameters truthfully. Production assignments
are second-best because they are selected to maximize the difference between the
principal’s benefit function and the (reported) aggregate virtual cost. Finally,
conditional on (θj , µj), the expected value of Πj equals Π̂j , so every agent j ends
up receiving the same interim rent as in the optimal revelation mechanism.
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3.8 The Solution Concept

We first explain the two solution concepts employed, starting with the Bayesian
one first. Note that we can express the payoff (hereafter denoted V i) of agent i
as a function of his own type θi, own decisions D̃i and contract Γi; contracts and
decisions of all members of his department d(i), besides the cost report vector
µi. Thus

V i = V i(D̃i,Γi, Γ̃S(i), D̃S(i)(θS(i))|µi, θi).

At the time that intermediate managers choose their own contracts and deci-
sions, they do not yet know µi, the cost reports to be issued later by other
departments that department d(i) has to coordinate with. So contracts within
department d(i) will be conditioned on µi, and beliefs of members of the de-
partment regarding µi become important.

In analogy to the Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium concept, we require that
members of department d(i) hold common exogenous beliefs concerning µi; in
particular, these beliefs cannot be affected by the actions of its boss i.29 Under
this assumption, we can treat agent i’s mechanism design problem in isolation
from other departments, with payoff functions for every member of d(i) obtained
by taking the expectation of their underlying payoffs with respect to these beliefs
over µi.

Start with an agent i at a penultimate layer, and i and his subordinates
have common exogenous beliefs over µi. A Bayesian solution to the Pi(Γi|θi)
problem relative to common beliefs Bi(µi) is a vector of decisions and contracts
for departmental subordinates D∗

i (θi),Γ∗
s(i)(θi),D∗

s(i)(θs(i)|θi), which maximizes
the expected payoff of type θi, i.e., E{θs(i),µi} V

i(D̃i,Γi, Γ̃s(i), D̃s(i)(θs(i))|µi, θi),
subject to the constraint that the decisions D̃s(i)(θs(i)) constitute a Bayesian
equilibrium of the game played among subordinates s(i), given (D̃i, Γ̃s(i)) the
decisions and contracts selected by i, and given the use of beliefs Bi(µi) over µi

in computing conditional expectation of payoffs of i and all her subordinates.
Specifically, the constraint requires that for each j ∈ s(i), D̃j(θj) maximizes
E{θs(i)−j ,µi} V j(Dj , Γ̃j |µ̃j), where µ̃j denotes (µi, {D̃k(θk)}k∈s(i)−j).

The requirement of a Bayesian equilibrium amongst members of s(i) requires
that their beliefs regarding each others actions will be consistent with the strate-
gies actually chosen. Moreover, these depend on the contracts chosen by i for
his subordinates. In contrast, beliefs about the reports to be made by other
departments are taken as given by i and his subordinates. This corresponds
naturally to the standard Bayesian mechanism design problem faced by i with
respect to his subordinates, given common exogenous beliefs concerning µi (on
which no consistency conditions have yet been imposed).

29In the absence of this restriction, it is conceivable that i’s mechanism choice for her
subordinates affects their beliefs concerning µi. The scope for manipulating subordinates’
beliefs in this way may motivate i to deviate to non-standard contracts. We argue below that
this restriction on off-equilibrium path beliefs is in exact analogy to the belief restrictions
imposed by the concept of a Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium.
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Now move to higher layers, and define the Bayesian solution recursively.
Having defined it for all agents at a given layer and below, consider an agent
i at the next layer. A Bayesian solution to the Pi(Γi|θi) problem relative
to beliefs Bi(µi) is D∗

i (θi), {Γ∗
j (θi),D∗

j (θj |θi),Γ∗
s(j)(θd(j)|θi),D∗

s(j)(θd(j)|θi)}j∈s(i)

which maximizes

E{θS(i),µi} V i(D̃i,Γi, {D̃j(θj), Γ̃j , D̃S(j)(θd(j)), Γ̃S(j)(θd(j))}j∈s(i)|µi, θi)

subject to the constraint that for each j ∈ s(i), D̃j(θj), D̃S(j)(θd(j)), Γ̃S(j)(θd(j))
is a Bayesian solution to the Pj(Γ̃j |θj) problem relative to beliefs Bj(µj) over
µj = (µi,Ms(i)−j), where Bj(µj) is generated by the (independent) product of
beliefs Bi(µi) over µi, and beliefs over Ms(i)−j generated by the (composition
of) strategies actually pursued in sibling departments ({D̃d(k)(θd(k))}k∈s(i)−j)
with their prior beliefs over θd(k).

As before, beliefs concerning reports µi submitted by other departments are
parametrically given, while beliefs concerning actions of members within the de-
partment d(i) are consistent with the strategies actually chosen. In other words,
it represents the sequential mechanism design problem within any department,
relative to common beliefs with regard to the external environment.

Definition 2 A Bayesian solution to the Principal’s problem in the
contractual hierarchy P0 is {D∗

i (θi),Γ∗
i ,D

∗
S(i)(θS(i)|θi), Γ∗

S(i)(θS(i)|θi)}i∈s(0)

which maximizes the principal’s payoff

EθV
0
({D̃i(θi), Γ̃i, D̃s(i)(θd(i)), Γ̃S(i)(θd(i))}i∈s(0)

)
subject to the constraint that, for each i ∈ s(0), D̃i(θi), D̃s(i)(θS(i)|θi),
Γ̃S(i)(θS(i)|θi) is a Bayesian solution to the Pi(Γ̃i|θi) problem relative to beliefs
Bi(µi) generated by the composition of prior beliefs over θS(k), θk with strategies
pursued by members of other departments {D̃k(θk), D̃s(k)(θS(k)|θk)}k∈s(0).

This solution reduces exactly to the solution concept used in existing litera-
ture on three tier contractual hierarchies (e.g. Baron and Besanko (1992), Laf-
font and Martimort (1998), or Melumad-Mookherjee-Reichelstein (1992, 1995)),
involving a sequence of nested maximization problems. It differs, however, from
the concept of Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium (PBE). The main difference is that
the Bayesian solution as defined above specifies outcomes only on the equilib-
rium path; off-equilibrium-path actions and beliefs are not made explicit.

Nevertheless there is a close connection with PBE. First, the analogy with
PBE motivates our assumption that beliefs concerning µi are exogenously given
and commonly held within department d(i). This follows from the assumption
that all members of d(i) observe the same variables concerning other depart-
ments headed by agents in T (i) (i.e., the contracts offered to these agents).
The ‘no-signaling-what-you-don’t know’ restriction (B(iii) in Fudenberg-Tirole
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(1995, p. 332)) on beliefs in a PBE imply that actions of members of d(i) can-
not alter beliefs of other members concerning the realization of µi. Moreover,
restriction B(iv) in the definition of a PBE (Fudenberg-Tirole (1995, p. 332))
requires that all members of d(i) must share the same beliefs concerning µi.

Moreover, our solution concept ensures that an intermediate manager would
not benefit by deviating to a different set of contracts for his immediate subor-
dinates. Here the outcome of any alternative deviating contract is represented
by a Bayesian equilibrium of the ensuing continuation game, with expectation
taken with respect to the types of subordinates, and beliefs concerning cost
reports of other departments. Hence agents do form correct conjectures about
the outcomes of off-equilibrium-path continuation games. Our solution concept
incorporates this form of sequential rationality, without explicitly specifying
strategies and beliefs for every possible continuation game. It is evident from
this that every PBE outcome must be a Bayesian solution.

The converse would also be true if the existence of an equilibrium in every
continuation game could be guaranteed. This would be the case, for instance, if
each agent was restricted to a finite strategy set and mixed strategies were con-
sidered. In our setting agents have infinite strategy sets and we focus on pure
strategies. Our solution concept thus enables us to avoid the purely technical
problems involved in specifying equilibrium actions and beliefs in all possible
continuation games, while incorporating the requirement of sequential rational-
ity central to the PBE concept.

Since the Bayesian solution concept requires agents to form beliefs that are
consistent with strategies pursued elsewhere in the hierarchy, it is demanding
in terms of the informational and computational requirements on agents. For
instance, they have to intelligently predict the behavior of all other agents in
the organization. It is therefore worthwhile to explore an alternative solution
concept which is significantly less demanding, in which members of each depart-
ment pursue strategies that are dominant with respect to µi, the cost reports
of other departments. This motivates the following definition.

Definition 3 A sequentially dominant strategy solution to the Pi(Γi|θi)
problem is D∗

i (θi), {D∗
j (θj |θi), Γ∗

j (θi),D∗
S(j)(θS(j)|θj), Γ∗

S(j)(θd(j)|θi)}j∈s(i)

which maximizes for any µi = µ̄i:

EθS(i) [V
i(D̃i,Γi, {D̃j(θj), Γ̃j , D̃S(j)(θd(j)), Γ̃S(j)(θd(j))}j∈s(i)|µ̄i, θi)]

subject to the constraint that for each j ∈ s(i): D̃j(θj), D̃S(j)(θd(j)), Γ̃S(j)(θd(j))
is a Bayesian solution to Pj(Γ̃j |θj) given that all subordinates in S(i) share the
belief that the distribution over µi is degenerate and concentrated on µ̄i. Finally,
define a sequentially dominant strategy solution to the Principal’s problem as a
solution to agent 0’s problem.

Note that for a bottom layer agent, every other agent in the organization is
‘external’, so these agents must be selecting a strategy which is ‘truly’ dominant,
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i.e. with respect to the strategies of all other agents. For higher layer agents,
the chosen strategy should be dominant with respect to actions of members of
other departments, but optimal in a Bayesian sense with respect to the types
of members of her own department. Beliefs concerning the outcomes in other
departments do not play a role at all: each intermediate manager faces a con-
ventional (Bayesian) contract design problem with respect to her subordinates,
in which the outcomes of other departments enters as a parameter — and the
same contract happens to be optimal no matter what this parameter happens
to be.30 This obviates the need for agents to predict the behavior of agents
outside their own department.

It is evident from the definition that for bottom layer agents, sequentially
dominant strategies are dominant, and hence Bayesian. This property does not,
however, extend to intermediate layer agents. For instance, consider an agent
i at the penultimate layer. In a Bayesian solution to i’s problem, the contin-
uation strategies for i’s subordinates need not constitute dominant strategies
(with respect to µi). Conceivably agent i may prefer to select a mechanism for
her subordinates in which their incentive compatibility constraints hold when
expectation is taken with respect to µi, but not for each and every possible
realization of µi. Hence sequential dominant strategy implementation need not
imply Bayesian implementation.

This is a shortcoming of the sequential dominant strategy solution: it re-
stricts intermediate agents to continuation strategies that possess the sequen-
tially dominant strategy feature, rather than to the broader class of Bayesian
continuation solutions. So a Bayesian agent may prefer to design a mecha-
nism for subordinates that does not possess the sequential dominance property.
In that case, sophisticated intermediate managers will want to deviate: the
contracts they select for their subordinates will need to be monitored by the
Principal for their adherence to the requirement of sequential dominance.

The best of all possible worlds is where a solution is simultaneously both a
Bayesian and a sequentially dominant solution. Then there would be no need for
the Principal to monitor the subcontracts selected by intermediate managers;
at the same time, agents would not need to predict outcomes in departments
other than their own. It turns out that straightforward behavior does have this
convenient dual property.

Proposition 2 For any hierarchy consistent with the technology, straightfor-
ward behavior is a Bayesian as well as a sequentially dominant strategy solution
to the Principal’s problem.

The proof of this result is given in the Appendix. The key idea has already
been explained in the three-layer example in Section 3: standard contracts cause

30See Crémer and Riordan (1985) for a similar sequential solution concept in the context of
a public goods problem. In their context, which is much simpler than ours, all but one player
of the game is playing a dominant strategy, and the last player is playing a best response.
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each agent in the organization to internalize the Principal’s objective. The
sequential dominance feature of the solution follows essentially from the fact
that optimal Bayesian mechanisms can be implemented in dominant strategies
in this setting (extending the logic of Mookherjee and Reichelstein (1992)). For
a penultimate layer agent, the optimal Bayesian mechanism for her subordinates
can be implemented in dominant strategies, so the restriction imposed on her
mechanism design problem has no bite. The same logic extends to upper layer
agents as well.

Note finally a corollary of Proposition 2:

Corollary to Proposition 2 All hierarchies consistent with the technology
result in equivalent performance (represented either by Bayesian or sequentially
dominant solution to the Principal’s problem).

In the example of multi-plant production planning in the previous subsec-
tion, this implies that every hierarchy can achieve second-best outcomes. Conse-
quently, the choice of hierarchical design can be based entirely on considerations
of economizing communication costs or information processing costs; incentive
or coordination considerations will not play any role.

4 Concluding Comments

Our analysis establishes a benchmark result asserting the irrelevance of hierar-
chical size and structure with regard to control loss problems. Under the stated
conditions (which include consistency of the hierarchy with the technology, risk
neutrality and unlimited liability, appropriate sequencing of subcontracts and
cost verifiability), design of the hierarchy can be based entirely on considerations
of limiting costs of information processing and communication. Alternatively,
insofar as incentive considerations do play a role in determining hierarchical
structure, one or more of these stated assumptions must be violated. This sug-
gests suitable directions for future research, i.e., models where control losses do
arise, and control loss considerations interact with information processing or
communication costs in determining the size and structure of efficient contrac-
tual networks.

One significant assumption concerns verifiability of procurement cost of sub-
ordinates, which amounts to absence of a certain form of collusion: the subsidy
on procurement will tempt the agent to artificially pad costs, in exchange for
hidden side payments received from subordinates. Future research needs to ad-
dress the nature of losses encountered when such forms of collusion cannot be
prevented (as exemplified in Laffont and Martimort (1998) or Mookherjee and
Tsumagari (2001)). Alternatively, risk aversion or bankruptcy constraints for
intermediate agents can cause hierarchies to incur incentive costs, as efficient
hierarchical design necessarily requires these agents to bear risk associated with
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fluctuations in productivity of their subordinates (as in the approach of Faure-
Grimaud, Laffont and Martimort (1998)). Finally, we hope that a theory of
hierarchies based on a trade-off between their information processing advan-
tages and incentive costs will eventually emerge.
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Appendix:Proof of Proposition 2

We first establish the sequential dominance property of straightforward behav-
ior. Use Ωj to denote a standard contract for agent j.

Lemma 1 Consider any agent i who is offered a standard contract Ωi. Then
straightforward behavior (i.e.,where for any j ∈ d(i) : D∗

j (θj) is given by θ̃j =
θj ,mj = hj(θj),Mj(Ms(j)) = Cj(hj(θj),Ms(j)), and Γ∗

k(θj) = Ωk for all k ∈
s(j)) is a Bayesian solution to the Pi(Ωi|θi) problem, conditional on degenerate
beliefs concentrated on an arbitrary µ̄i.

Proof of Lemma 1: This is proven inductively.

Step 1: Consider first a bottom layer agent j ∈ J who is offered a standard
contract, with µ̄j given. His problem is to select θ̃j ,Mj to maximize

V j((θ̃j ,Mj), Sj |µ̄j) = γj(θ̃j |µ̄j) + βj(θ̃j)Rj(qj(Mj | µ̄j)|µ̄j)
−θjaj(qj(Mj | µ̄j)). (12)

Conditional on a given θ̃j , then, the report Mj must be chosen to maximize

Rj(qj(Mj | µ̄j)|µ̄j) −Hj(θj , θ̃j)aj(qj(Mj | µ̄j)). (13)

where Hj(θj , θ̃j) ≡ θj

βj(θ̃j)
. Given the definition of the qj function in a standard

contract, it follows that the optimal cost report associated with any θ̃j is Mj =
Hj(θj , θ̃j), irrespective of the value of µ̄j .

Next consider the optimal choice of θ̃j , combined with the cost report
Hj(θj , θ̃j). Let Ṽ j(θj , θ̃j | µ̄j) denote this payoff. The Envelope Theorem im-
plies that Ṽ j is differentiable in θj , with derivative given by

∂Ṽ j(θj , θ̃j | µ̄j)
∂θj

= −aj(qj(Hj(θj , θ̃j) | µ̄j)) (14)

which is nondecreasing in θ̃j . Let vj(θj | µ̄j) denote Ṽ j(θj , θj | µ̄j). Given the
construction of the fixed payment γj , it follows that

vj(θj | µ̄j) =
∫ θ̄j

θj

aj(qj(hj(t) | µ̄j)dt. (15)

Comparing (14) and (15), and using the facts that (i) Hj(θj , θj) = hj(θj), (ii)
∂Ṽ j

∂θj
is nondecreasing in θ̃j , it follows from applying Theorem 6.3 in Mirrlees
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(1986) that θ̃j = θj is optimal for type θj , for any given µ̄j . Hence conditional
on participating in a standard contract, it is a dominant strategy for j to select
θ̃j = θj and Mj = hj(θj). Finally, note that the payoff from participation in
the standard contract is given by (15), which is nonnegative irrespective of the
realization of µ̄j . Hence straightforward behavior is a dominant strategy for j.

Step 2: Now consider any agent i at a higher layer, all of whose subordinates
behave straightforwardly. Given a standard contract Ωi, and given any θ̃i, θi,
the objective that i will seek to maximize while designing a mechanism for his
subordinates is given by

EθS(i) [Ri(q̃i|µ̄i, ν̄i) −Hi(θi, θ̃i)ãi −
∑

l∈S(j)

x̃l] (16)

where q̃i, ãi, ãl denote the departmental output, personal input and payments
to subordinates (all functions of θS(i), µ̄i, ν̄i) resulting from the continuation
game in d(i). Agent i selects mi,Mi(Ms(i)) and contracts Γs(i) for immediate
subordinates, and is subject to the constraint that continuation strategies of
these subordinates must form a Bayesian solution to their respective problems,
relative to the belief that µi = µ̄i, and beliefs concerning each others reports
which are consistent with strategies actually chosen.

The key step is to note that we can obtain an upper bound to the value of
the maximand in (16) by applying the Revelation Principle to the mechanism
design problem faced by i. A standard argument establishes that the Revelation
Principle does apply to our sequential Bayesian solution concept. It therefore
follows from standard manipulations of incentive and participation constraints
that an upper bound to the objective function (16) of type θi of agent i who has
received a standard contract, and selected θ̃i, is given by the maximum value of

EθS(i) [Ri(qi(θ̃i,Mi(θS(i)))|µ̄j)−Hi(θi, θ̃i)ai(θS(i))−
∑

l∈S(j)

hj(θj)aj(θS(i)))] (17)

subject only to the production feasibility constraint

qi(θ̃i,Mi(θS(i))|µ̄j) = Q̄i(ad(i)(θS(i))) (18)

where Q̄i(ad(i)) denotes the output of department d(i) resulting from the pro-
duction assignments ad(i) within the department. The maximization is carried
out with respect to choice of an external cost reporting rule Mi(θS(i)) and pro-
duction assignment rule ad(i)(θS(i)) for the department.

It is evident that the solution to this problem can be obtained as follows.
Corresponding to any given θ̃i and any reporting rule Mi(θS(i)) — which jointly
determine the output target for the department — optimal production assign-
ments al(θS(i)) must solve the second-best cost minimization problem for de-
partment d(i), corresponding to a input cost of Hi(θi, θ̃i) for agent i, and hj(θj)
for every other member j. Consequently, given the output target rule qi(.) in
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a standard contract, the upper bound (relative to θ̃i) is associated with a cost
report Mi given by input cost Hi(θi, θ̃i) for ai, and hi(θi) for all subordinates,
followed by a cost-minimizing production assignment relative to the resulting
production target. Finally, by an argument analogous to that used for a bottom
layer agent, the optimal θ̃i = θi. Hence an upper bound to the payoff of type
θi of i in a Bayesian solution following receipt of a standard contract equals his
second best informational rent.

Returning now to the sequential contracting game, this upper bound can be
achieved by straightforward behavior on i’s part, given that her subordinates
are all behaving straightforwardly. This proves Lemma 1.

To conclude the proof of Proposition 2, we need to show that straightforward
behavior is a Bayesian solution to every agent’s decision problem following offer
of a menu of standard contracts, when that agent and her subordinates share
exogenous beliefs over µi which are not degenerate. This follows from noting
that all steps in the argument for intermediate layer agents (Step 2) in the
proof of Lemma 1 above carry over when expectation is taken with respect to
the common beliefs concerning µi.
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